
 

DRESSAGE SA PERFORMANCE MEDAL SCHEME 
‘Recognizing and rewarding high achievements in South Australian Dressage’  

PERFORMANCES VALID FROM 1ST JANUARY, 2015 

Performance medals are awarded to the rider. The horse and rider combination must gain three 
aggregate scores at one level listed below in official competitions. H/C scores will NOT be counted. 

Medals will be awarded promptly after applications are received but for 2015 will not be available before 
31st December. Medal winners will be announced on the Equestrian SA Website, on Dressage SA Facebook 
Page and in Moving Forward. These achievements will also be formally recognized every year at the SA 
State Championships. 

The medals are designed to be worn on the rider’s competition jacket.  

The horse has a period of 2 years to obtain the three scores required to be eligible for a medal at each 
graded level. 

The rider must have maintained continuous ESA membership throughout the whole of their qualifying 
period and must reside in SA for 6 months of the year within the time of application. 

A horse and rider are only eligible for one medal of each description (Gold, Silver, Bronze) in each graded 
level. 

In the event that the horse is not owned by the rider, the owners’ consent for the rider to receive a 
medal must be obtained in writing and submitted with the application. 

EA SA Medals Bronze Silver Gold 
 

Preliminary 66% 68%  70% 
Novice 66% 68% 70% 
Elementary 65% 68% 70% 
Medium 62% 65% 68% 
Advanced 62% 65% 68% 

 

FEI Medals 
 

Bronze Silver Gold 
 

Horse and Rider combination to gain three scores at Small Tour (at least one score from 
Intermediate 1), three scores at Medium Tour (at least one score from Intermediate B), Big Tour 
(at least one score from Grand Prix) as listed below. H/C scores will not be counted. 

Small Tour 60% 62% 65% 
Medium Tour 60% 62% 64% 
Big Tour 60% 61% 63% 

 

 

ALL ENQUIRIES TO: Kirsty Van Loon (High Performance Co-Ordinator)  -  

Send to: Kirsty Van Loon - Dressage SA Committee, C/- Equestrian SA, Unit 10, 2 Cameron  
    Rd, Mount Barker  SA  5251  or dressagesouthaustralia@gmail.com  
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